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"Iran's Revolutionary Guards are one of the most important forces in the Middle East today, but remain poorly understood to outside
observers. In Vanguard of the Imam, Afshon Ostovar has written the first comprehensive history of the organization. Situating the rise of
the Guards in the contexts of Shiite Islam, Iranian history, and international affairs, Ostovar takes a multifaceted approach in demystifying
the organization and detailing its evolution since 1979. The book documents the Guards transformation into a power-player and explores
why the group matters now more than ever to regional and global affairs. It is simultaneously a history of modern Iran, and an engrossing
entryway into the complex world of war, politics, and identity in the Middle East"-This groundbreaking three-volume set spotlights how conditions around the world are affecting the healthy development of adolescents in
their respective environments, on all six continents. Offers a holistic range of topics and breadth of perspectives by addressing the risks,
challenges, and strengths of teenagers as a group in countries worldwide Features contributions from scholars who are from—or have
extensive on-the-ground experience in—the country of focus, paired with a second author shaping the chapter for an English-speaking
readership Includes an extensive bibliography addressing the study of teen psychology in each country presented and within the larger
region Provides a glossary of key terms of positive development as well as other important ideas central to this set
An inside look at what it means to be pro-regime in Iran, and the debates around the future of the Islamic Republic. More than half of
Iran's citizens were not alive at the time of the 1979 Revolution. Now entering its fifth decade in power, the Iranian regime faces the paradox
of any successful revolution: how to transmit the commitments of its political project to the next generation. New media ventures
supported by the Islamic Republic attempt to win the hearts and minds of younger Iranians. Yet members of this new generation—whether
dissidents or fundamentalists—are increasingly skeptical of these efforts. Iran Reframed offers unprecedented access to those who wield
power in Iran as they debate and define the future of the Republic. Over ten years, Narges Bajoghli met with men in Iran's Revolutionary
Guard, Ansar Hezbollah, and Basij paramilitary organizations to investigate how their media producers developed strategies to court
Iranian youth. Readers come to know these men—what the regime means to them and their anxieties about the future of their
revolutionary project. Contestation over how to define the regime underlies all their efforts to communicate with the public. This book
offers a multilayered story about what it means to be pro-regime in the Islamic Republic, challenging everything we think we know about
Iran and revolution.
With more than half its population under twenty years old, Iran is one of the world's most youthful nations. The Iranian state characterizes
its youth population in two ways: as a homogeneous mass, "an army of twenty millions" devoted to the Revolution, and as alienated,
inauthentic, Westernized consumers who constitute a threat to the society. Much of the focus of the Islamic regime has been on ways to
protect Iranian young people from moral hazards and to prevent them from providing a gateway for cultural invasion from the West.
Iranian authorities express their anxieties through campaigns that target the young generation and its lifestyle and have led to the
criminalization of many of the behaviors that make up youth culture. In this ethnography of contemporary youth culture in Iran's capital,
Shahram Khosravi examines how young Tehranis struggle for identity in the battle over the right to self-expression. Khosravi looks closely
at the strictures confronting Iranian youth and the ways transnational cultural influences penetrate and flourish. Focusing on gathering
places such as shopping centers and coffee shops, Khosravi examines the practices of everyday life through which young Tehranis
demonstrate defiance against the official culture and parental dominance. In addition to being sites of opposition, Khosravi argues, these
alternative spaces serve as creative centers for expression and, above all, imagination. His analysis reveals the transformative power these
spaces have and how they enable young Iranians to develop their own culture as well as individual and generational identities. The text is
enriched by examples from literature and cinema and by livid reports from the author's fieldwork.
A-J, index
Vanguard of the Imam
Temporary Marriage in Iran
Heavy Metal Islam
Soundtrack of the Revolution
A Study on the Iranian Political Elite from Khomeini to Ahmadinejad
Substance Use Among Migrants
In the aftermath of the Iranian Revolution, the government of the Islamic Republic initiated a stringent anti-drug campaign that
included fining addicts, imprisonment, physical punishment and even the death penalty. Despite these measures, drug use was,
and is still, commonplace. Based on her most recent fieldwork, Janne Bjerre Christensen explores the mounting problems of
drug use in Iran, how treatment became legalized in 1998, how local NGOs offer methadone treatment in Tehran and face
continuous political challenges in doing so, and how drug use is critically discussed in Iranian media and cinema. Drugs,
Deviancy and Democracy in Iran is thus a unique account of Iran's recent social and political history, drawing important
conclusions about the complexity of state power, and the growing impact of civil society, vital for all those interested in Iran's
history, politics and society.
The toppling of Hosni Mubarak marked the beginning of a revolutionary restructuring of Egypt’s political and social order.
Jeannie Sowers and Chris Toensing bring together updated essays from Middle East Report—the premier journal covering the
region—that offer unrivaled analysis of the major social and political trends that underpinned these tumultuous events. Starting
with the momentous eighteen days of street protest that compelled Mubarak’s resignation, the volume moves back in time to
plumb the state’s strategies of repression and examine the mounting dissent of workers, democracy advocates, anti-war
activists, and social and environmental campaigners. Leading analysts of Egypt detail the demographic and economic trends
that produced wealth for the few and impoverishment for the many. The collection brings clear-headed, first-hand
understanding to bear on a moment of intense hope and uncertainty in the Arab world’s most populous nation.
Throughout modern Iranian history, culture has served as a means of imposing unity and cohesion onto society. The Pahlavi
monarchs used it to project an image of Iran as an ancient civilisation, re-emerging as an equal to Western nations, while the
revolutionaries deployed it to remake the country into an Islamic nation. Just as Iranian culture has been continually reinterpreted, the representations and avocations of Iranian identity vary amongst Iranians across the world. Iranian Culture:
Representation and Identity demonstrates these fissures and the incompatibilities that refuse to be written out of national
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culture, analysing works of literature, popular music, graphic art and film, as well as oral narratives. Using works produced
before and after the 1979 revolution, created both inside and outside of Iran, this study reveals neglected complexities and
contradictions in the field of Iranian cultural production. It considers how contested claims to culture, whether they originated
in Iran or the Iranian diaspora, shape our understanding of this culture and what spaces they create for new articulations of it,
and in doing so offers an important re-examination of our collective concept of culture. This book would be an excellent
resource for students and scholars of Middle East Studies and Iranian Studies, specifically Iranian culture including film and
contemporary literature and the Iranian diaspora.
What is it about the history, geographical position and cultures of the Middle East, North Africa and Central Asia that has made
music such a potent and powerful agent? This volume presents the first direct look at the complex relationship between music
and power across a range of musical genres and countries. Discourses of power in the region centre on some of the most
contested social issues, most notably in relation to nationhood, gender and religion. Individual chapters examine the ways in
which music serves as a forum for playing out issues of power, ideology, resistance and subversion. How does music become a
space for promoting - or conversely, resisting or subverting - particular ideologies or positions of authority? How does it
accrue symbolic power in ways that are very particular, perhaps unique? And how does music become a site of social control
or, alternatively, a vehicle for agency and empowerment, at times overt and at others highly subtle? What is it about music that
facilitates, and sometimes disrupts, the exercise and flows of power? Who controls such flows, how and for what purposes? In
asking such questions in the context of countries such as Afghanistan, Egypt, Iran, Tunisia and Tajikistan, the book draws on a
wide range of relevant theoretical and critical ideas, and many disciplines including ethnomusicology, anthropology, sociology,
politics, Middle Eastern studies, globalization studies, gender studies and cultural and media studies. The countries and areas
explored share a great deal in historical and cultural terms, including a legacy of colonial and neo-colonial encounters and
predominantly Judeo-Muslim religious traditions. It is hoped that the volume will contribute ultimately to a richer understanding
of the role that music plays in these societies.
Anxieties of Power in the Islamic Republic
A Social History of Iranian Cinema, Volume 4
Understanding Global Sexualities
Social Mobilisation in Times of Risk
Music and the Play of Power in the Middle East, North Africa and Central Asia
Observing Norm Creation Processes at the Artists’ House
From Theocracy to the Green Movement
Iran is a key player in some of the most crucial issues of our time. But because of its relative
diplomatic isolation and the partisan nature of conflicting accounts voiced by different interest
groups both inside and outside the country, there is a shortage of hard information about the scale and
depth of social change in today's Iran. In this volume, and imposing roster of both internationally
renowned Iranian scholars and rising young Iranian academics offer contributions--many based on recent
fieldwork--on the nature and evolution of Iran's economy, significant aspects of Iran's changing
society, and the dynamics of its domestic and international politics since the 1979 revolution,
focusing particularly on the post-Khomeini period. The book will be of great interest not only to Iran
specialists, but also to scholars of comparative politics, democratization, social change, politics in
the Muslim world, and Middle Eastern studies.
Nation-states have long used representational architecture to create symbolic identities for public
consumption both at home and abroad. Government buildings, major ensembles and urban plans have a
visibility that lends them authority, while their repeated portrayals in the media cement their image
as icons of a shared national character. Existing in tandem with this official self, however, is a
second, often divergent identity, represented by the vast realm of domestic space defined largely by
those who occupy it as well as those with a vested interest in its cultural meaning. Using both
historical inquiry and visual, spatial and film analysis, this book explores the interaction of these
two identities, and its effect on political control, class status, and gender roles. Conflicted
Identities examines the politicization of both public and domestic space, especially in societies
undergoing rapid cultural transformation through political, social or economic expansion or
restructuring, when cultural identity is being rapidly "modernized", shifted, or realigned to conform
to new demands. Using specific examples from a variety of national contexts, the book examines how
vernacular housing, legislation, marketing, and media influence a large, but often underexposed
domestic culture that runs parallel to a more publicly represented one. As a case in point, the book
examines West Germany from the end of World War II to the early 1970s to probe more deeply into the
mechanisms of such cultural dichotomy. On a national level, post-war West Germany demonstratively
rejected Nazi-era values by rebuilding cities based on interwar modernist tenets, while choosing a
decidedly modern and transparent architecture for high-visibility national projects. In the domestic
realm, government, media and everyday citizens countered this turn to state-sponsored modernism by
embracing traditional architectural aesthetics and housing that encouraged patriarchal family
structures. Written for readers interested in cultural theory, history, and the politics of space as
well as those engaged with architecture and the built environment, Conflicted Identities provides an
engaging new perspective on power and identity as they relate to architectural settings.
An exhaustive socio-cultural survey of young people around the world. The focus is cultural and
historical, and the work offers a rarely found worldwide perspective.
Recent Iranian history has been full of unexpected turns. Whether it was the 1979 revolution, which
resulted in the establishment of the first ever Islamic Republic in the history of the Muslim world,
the rise to power of the reformist movement in 1997, or the emergence of the Green Movement, an
opposition movement that took shape spontaneously in the days immediately following the presidential
elections in June 2009, the world has been taken unawares at every juncture. This book brings together
essays that both speculate on the import of the developments of 2009 and shed light on the complexities
and the ever-changing dynamics of post-revolutionary Iran.
Iran as a Pivotal State in the Muslim World
Goodbye Iran
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Young and Defiant in Tehran
Teen Lives around the World: A Global Encyclopedia [2 volumes]
Afsaneh
Iran's Long Reach
Representation and Identity

This updated reissue of Mark LeVine's acclaimed, revolutionary book on sub- and countercultural music in the Middle East
brings this groundbreaking portrait of the region's youth cultures to a new generation. Featuring a new preface by the author in
conversation with the band The Kominas about the problematic connections between extreme music and Islam. An eighteen-yearold Moroccan who loves Black Sabbath. A twenty-two-year-old rapper from the Gaza Strip. A young Lebanese singer who quotes
Bob Marley's "Redemption Song." Heavy metal, punk, hip-hop, and reggae are each the music of protest, and are considered
immoral by many in the Muslim world. As the young people and subcultures featured in Mark LeVine's Heavy Metal Islam so
presciently predicted, this music turned out to be the soundtrack of countercultures, uprisings, and even revolutions from
Morocco to Pakistan. In Heavy Metal Islam, originally published in 2008, Mark LeVine explores the influence of Western music
on the Middle East and North Africa through interviews with musicians and fans, introducing us to young people struggling to
reconcile their religion with a passion for music and a thirst for change. The result is a revealing tour de force of contemporary
cultures across the Muslim majority world through the region's evolving music scenes that only a musician, scholar, and activist
with LeVine's unique breadth of experience could narrate. A New York Times Editor's Pick when it was first published, Heavy
Metal Islam is a surprising, wildly entertaining foray into a historically authoritarian region where music reveals itself to be a
true democratizing force--and a groundbreaking work of scholarship that pioneered new forms of research in the region.
Women’s Writing and Muslim Societies looks at the rise in works concerning Muslim societies by both western and Muslim
women – from pioneering female travellers like Freya Stark and Edith Wharton in the early twentieth century, whose accounts of
the Orient were usually playful and humorous, to the present day and such works as Azar Nafisi’s Reading Lolita in Tehran and
Betty Mahmoody’s Not Without My Daughter, which present a radically different view of Muslim Societies marked by fear,
hostility and even disgust. The author, Sharif Gemie, also considers a new range of female Muslim writers whose works suggest a
variety of other perspectives that speak of difficult journeys, the problems of integration, identity crises and the changing nature
of Muslim cultures; in the process, this volume examines varied journeys across cultural, political and religious borders,
discussing the problems faced by female travellers, the problems of trans-cultural romances and the difficulties of constructing
dialogue between enemy camps.
“A score of prominent educators from South Europe and the Middle East and North Africa region speak about their upbringing,
their educational and professional journeys, their academic achievements, and their struggles in order to enhance democracy,
justice and equity in their countries and across the Mediterranean. The interviews in this volume shed light on educational
movements, challenges, and aspirations in a region that is attaining increasing importance geo-politically, and in comparative
and international studies. These are powerful and critical voices, providing readers with fresh, often unexpected insights about
contexts, cultures, and convictions that deserve global attention. The interviews with these men and women inform, intrigue, but
above all inspire, calling, as they do, for an earnest commitment to a vision of education as a transformative, democratising force.
In contrast to the global, totalising discourse that has increasingly defined education in narrowly economistic terms, here are the
beginnings of alternative agendas, inviting citizens to ‘read’ and decode the world around them, and to confront power, wherever
it lies. In doing so, the educators in this volume draw upon and put at our disposal a wide array of theoretical lenses, nimbly
weaving these within a narrative that speaks about a lifetime lived in the hope of making a difference. These, then, are vivid,
engaging, and reflexive accounts, emerging from contexts where democracy has only recently taken root, if at all, and from a
region that has come to symbolize the return of the political, and the reclaiming of the public sphere as a site for transformation,
contestation, revolt, and hope.”
Based on participant observations and open interviews with 129 Iranian migrants in Belgium, this study provides information on
both pre- and post-migration patterns of drug use among this population. Covering a wide range of substances--including opium,
tobacco, and alcohol--consumed by Iranians from pre-Islamic times to present day, this resource illustrates how different cultures
have defined drugs across the ages. Showing how the issue of drug use among migrants is more complex than once thought, this
is one of the first studies to look at drug abuse among migrants from a paradigm other than a medical one.
Tehran Blues
Conflicted Identities
Space, Culture, and the Youth in Iran
Revolution, Protest, and Social Change in Egypt
The Journey to Tahrir
Generation in Waiting
A Travel Survival Kit
This two-volume encyclopedia looks at the lives of teenagers around the world, examining topics from a typical school day to
major issues that teens face today, including bullying, violence, sexuality, and social and financial pressures. • Gives readers
a glimpse into a typical day in the life of a teen in countries around the world, from wake up time to classes to after school
activities • Focuses on interesting facts and anecdotal information • Allows students to make cross-national comparisons of
topics such as literacy, education, rights, internet use, and other key issues • Shows a complex picture of new family forms,
new gender roles, and declining religious belief with the strong persistence of conservative values
Examining the rapid transition in Iran from a modernizing, westernizing, secularizing monarchy (1941-79) to a hard-line,
conservative, clergy-run Islamic republic (1979-), this book focuses on the ways this process has impacted the Qashqa’i—a
rural, nomadic, tribally organized, Turkish-speaking, ethnic minority of a million and a half people who are dispersed across
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the southern Zagros Mountains. Analysing the relationship between the tribal polity and each of the two regimes, the book
goes on to explain the resilience of the people’s tribal organizations, kinship networks, and politicized ethnolinguistic
identities to demonstrate how these structures and ideologies offered the Qashqa’i a way to confront the pressures emanating
from the two central governments. Existing scholarly works on politics in Iran rarely consider Iranian society outside the
capital of Tehran and beyond the reach of the details of national politics. Local-level studies on Iran—accounts of the ways
people actually lived—are now rare, especially after the revolution. Based on long-term anthropological research, Nomads in
Postrevolutionary Iran provides a unique insight into how national-level issues relate to the local level and will be of interest
to scholars and researchers in Anthropolgy, Iranian Studies and Middle Eastern Studies.
This book examines the civil–social interactions which have shaped and continue to influence the political and social
development of modern Gulf societies. It analyses the influence of public and private social spaces, such as sports arenas and
dawawin as well as developments in the legal and cultural spheres. Geographically, the volume covers Bahrain, Iran, Kuwait,
Oman, Qatar, Saudi Arabia and the UAE. Each chapter discusses a different aspect of current trends in society, offering a
multidimensional perspective on recent developments. In so doing, the chapters highlight the existence of a growing
participation culture as a force for dynamic social change in a global context. Bringing to attention the continuing social
change in public and private spaces, which have increased public social interactions within the last ten years, this books also
demonstrates the opening of dialogues between the public and the authorities. The contributors are established scholars
living in the Gulf, as well as academics with long-term field research in the region, thus providing unique perspectives on
current sociopolitical trends in the Gulf states. Participation Culture in the Gulf will be useful to students and scholars of
Middle Eastern politics and society, as well as social movements and political participation more generally.
Discusses the history of the Shia community in Iran, inclusing its rise to power during the Islamic Revolution and how it
influences both political and daily life in the nation.
Short Stories by Iranian Women
Contemporary Iran
Arab Youth
International encyclopedia of adolescence
A Social History of Iranian Cinema, Volume 3
Revolutionary Iran
Nomads in Postrevolutionary Iran
As the third book in the series from the Institute's Muslim World Initiative on pivotal states
in the Muslim world, this lucid and timely volume sheds much-needed light on Iran's strikingly
complex political system and foreign policy and its central role in the region.
The book analyzes the dynamics of factionalism among the political elite in the Islamic
Republic of Iran and the approaches of the different political factions to economic, sociocultural, and foreign policy issues from the Islamic Revolution in 1979 until 2008.
Young people in the Middle East (15–29 years old) constitute about one-third of the region's
population. Growth rates for this age group trail only sub-Saharan Africa. This presents the
region with an historic opportunity to build a lasting foundation for prosperity by harnessing
the full potential of its young population. Yet young people in the Middle East face severe
economic and social exclusion due to substandard education, high unemployment, and poverty.
Thus the inclusion of youth is the most critical development challenge facing the Middle East
today. A Generation in Waiting portrays the plight of young people, urging greater investment
designed to improve the lives of this critical group. It brings together perspectives from the
Maghreb to the Levant. Each chapter addresses the complex challenges facing young people in
many areas of their lives: access to decent education, opportunities for quality employment,
availability of housing and credit, and transitioning to marriage and family formation. This
volume presents policy implications and sets an agenda for economic development, creating a
more hopeful future for this and future generations in the Middle East. Selected contributors
include Ragui Assaad (University of Minnesota), Brahim Boudarbat (University of Montreal), Jad
Chaaban (American University in Beirut), Nader Kabbani (Syria Trust for Development), Taher
Kanaan (Jordan Center for Public Policy Research and Dialogue), Djavad Salehi-Isfahani
(Wolfensohn Center for Development and Virginia Tech), and Edward Sayre (University of Southern
Mississippi).
In this ethnography of contemporary youth culture in Iran's capital, Shahram Khosravi examines
the practices of everyday life through which young Tehranis demonstrate defiance against the
official culture and the parental generation.
Iran Reframed
Educators of the Mediterranean... ...Up Close and Personal
A History of the Islamic Republic
The Islamicate Period, 1978–1984
Drugs, Deviancy and Democracy in Iran
Adolescent Psychology in Today's World: Global Perspectives on Risk, Relationships, and
Development [3 volumes]
Women's Writing and Muslim Societies
Malakut and Other Stories is a collection of eleven short stories and a novella by Bahram Sadeqi. In spite of his short life
and small body of writing, Sadeqi's work has had a strong impact and influence on modern Persian fiction. Kaveh Basmenji's
fluent translations effortlessly bring this significant writer to the English reader.
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Whether negotiating often-treacherous paths through political and religious upheavals or threading their way through
dreams and fantasies, the characters in these stories are vivid and compelling enough to challenge and surprise anyone
unfamiliar with Iranian life and literature. From the oppressive atmosphere before the Islamic Revolution of 1979 in Simin
Daneshvar's Whom Shall I Greet? to Shahrnoosh Parsipour's mesmerising story of women who blur distinctions between
reality and dreams in Crystal Pendants, these tales brim with the inner lives, attitudes and outlooks of women in Iran. 'There
is great talent in these stories as well as great courage.' Elaine Showalter, Literary Review
In 2011, Arab youth took to the streets in their thousands to demand their freedom. Although it is too early to speculate on
the ultimate outcome of the uprisings, one auspicious feature stands out: they reveal the genesis of a new generation
sparked by the desire for civil liberties, advocacy for human rights, and participatory democracy. This unique volume
explores some of the antecedents of the upheavals and anticipates alternative venues of resistance that marginalized youth
- from Lebanon, Syria and Palestine to Saudi Arabia, Morocco and Iran - can mobilize to realize their emancipatory
expectations. Themes covered include the forging of meaningful collective identities in times of risk and uncertainty; youth
militancy, neighborhood violence and youth gangs; the surge of youthful activism; and youths' expressive outlets through
popular arts and street music.
In the fourth and final volume of A History of Iranian Cinema, Hamid Naficy looks at the extraordinary efflorescence in
Iranian film and other visual media since the Islamic Revolution.
Religion, Politics, and Iran's Revolutionary Guards
Iran
The Case of Iranians in Belgium
Dokhtarane Farari
Youth Culture in Iran
New Frontiers
The Qashqa'i in an Era of Change

An examination of temporary marriage, or sigheh, in Iran through the representation of
women within modern novels, short stories and cinema.
Tehran BluesYouth Culture in IranSaqi
This book analyzes the Artists' House, a cultural center in Tehran, to place Iran's
social and cultural transformation in a local-global context. The text addresses the
interaction of Iranian youth with technology and mass communications, law, tradition, and
contemporary questions concerning body, identity, and lifestyle.
Over the course of the past thirty years, there has been an explosion of work on
sexuality, both conceptually and methodologically. From a relatively limited, specialist
field, the study of sexuality has expanded across a wide range of social sciences. Yet as
the field has grown, it has become apparent that a number of leading edge critical issues
remain. This theory-building book explores some of the areas in which there is major and
continuing debate, for example, about the relationship between sexuality and gender;
about the nature and status of heterosexuality; about hetero- and homo-normativity; about
the influence and intersection of class, race, age and other factors in sexual
trajectories, identities and lifestyles; and about how best to understand the new forms
of sexuality that are emerging in both rich world and developing world contexts. With
contributions from leading and new scholars and activists from across the globe, this
book highlights tensions or 'flash-points' in contemporary debate, and offers some
innovative ways forward in terms of thinking about sexuality – both theoretically and
with respect to policy and programme development. An extended essay by Henrietta Moore
introduces the volume, and an afterword by Jeffrey Weeks offers pointers for the future.
The contributors bring together a range of experiences and a variety of disciplinary
perspectives in engaging with three key themes of sexual subjectivity and global
transformations, sexualities in practice, and advancing new thinking on sexuality in
policy and programmatic contexts. It is of interest to students, researchers and
activists in sexuality, sexual health and gender studies, especially those working from
public health, sociological and anthropological perspectives.
An Anthropological Investigation on Youth Runaways, Teen Prostitution, Cross-dressing,
and Other Sexual Practices of Adolescent Girls in Tehran, Iran
Housing and the Politics of Cultural Representation
Rock, Resistance, and the Struggle for the Soul of Islam
Economy, Society, Politics
Malakut and Other Stories
Networks, Politics and Identity
Joyce in the Belly of the Big Truck; Workbook
Iranian women's stories that provide a voice to those who are not always heard
Music was one of the first casualties of the Iranian Revolution. It was banned in 1979, but it quickly crept back into Iranian culture and politics.
The state made use of music for its propaganda during the Iran–Iraq war. Over time music provided an important political space where artists
and audiences could engage in social and political debate. Now, more than thirty-five years on, both the children of the revolution and their
music have come of age. Soundtrack of the Revolution offers a striking account of Iranian culture, politics, and social change to provide an
alternative history of the Islamic Republic. Drawing on over five years of research in Iran, including during the 2009 protests, Nahid Siamdoust
introduces a full cast of characters, from musicians and audience members to state officials, and takes readers into concert halls and
underground performances, as well as the state licensing and censorship offices. She closely follows the work of four musicians—a giant of
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Persian classical music, a government-supported pop star, a rebel rock-and-roller, and an underground rapper—each with markedly different
political views and relations with the Iranian government. Taken together, these examinations of musicians and their music shed light on issues
at the heart of debates in Iran—about its future and identity, changing notions of religious belief, and the quest for political freedom. Siamdoust
shows that even as state authorities resolve, for now, to allow greater freedoms to Iran's majority young population, they retain control and can
punish those who stray too far. But music will continue to offer an opening for debate and defiance. As the 2009 Green Uprising and the 1979
Revolution before it have proven, the invocation of a potent melody or musical verse can unite strangers into a powerful public.
In Revolutionary Iran, Michael Axworthy guides us through recent Iranian history from shortly before the 1979 Islamic revolution through the
summer of 2009, when Iranians poured into the streets of Tehran by the hundreds of thousands, demanding free, democratic government.
Axworthy explains how that outpouring of support for an end to tyranny in Iran paused and then moved on to other areas in the region like
Egypt and Libya, leaving Iran's leadership unchanged. The Iranian Revolution of 1979 was a defining moment of the modern era. Its success
unleashed a wave of Islamist fervor across the Middle East and signaled a sharp decline in the appeal of Western ideologies in the Islamic
world. Axworthy takes readers through the major periods in Iranian history over the last thirty years: the overthrow of the old regime and the
creation of the new one; the Iran-Iraq war; the reconstruction era following the war; the reformist wave led by Mohammed Khatami; and the
present day, in which reactionaries have re-established control. Throughout, he emphasizes that the Iranian revolution was centrally important
in modern history because it provided the world with a clear model of development that was not rooted in Western ideologies. Whereas the
world's major revolutions of the previous two centuries had been fuelled by Western, secular ideologies, the Iranian Revolution drew its
inspiration from Islam. Revolutionary Iran is both richly textured and from one of the leading authorities on the region; combining an
expansive scope with the most accessible and definitive account of this epoch in all its humanity.
A comprehensive social history of Iranian cinema address documentaries, popular genres, and art films and explores the role of film and media
in shaping a modern national identity in Iran.
The Globalizing Era, 1984–2010
Iran and the Shia
The Interaction of State and Civil Society
The Unfulfilled Promise of Young People in the Middle East
Iranian Culture
Gender and Body Politics in Modern Iranian Film and Literature

More than two decades after their parents rose up against the Shah's excesses, increasing numbers of
young Iranians are risking jail at the hands of religious paramilitaries roughly their own age, for things
their counterparts in the West take for granted: wearing makeup, slow dancing at parties, holding hands
with members of the opposite sex. Every day anxious parents queue at courthouses to bail out sons and
daughters who have been detained for 'moral crimes'. Kaveh Basmenji, who spent his own youth amidst
the turbulence of the Islamic Revolution, argues that Iran's youth are in near-open revolt for want of
greater freedoms, in furious defiance of the mullahs and their brand of sombre religiosity. Through candid
interviews with young people, and in a careful assessment of Iran today (including a special chapter on
the implications of the recent election to the presidency of hardliner Mahmoud Ahmadinejad), Basmenji
gets to the heart of the matter: What do Iran's youth want, and how far are their elders prepared to go to
accommodate them? 'A detailed insider's view of Iran's recent history and its impact on the new
generation that is both entertaining and thought provoking.' Jordan Times 'Fascinating and highly
readable ... with his vivid style and eye for detail, [Basmenji] takes the reader right inside Iranian society.'
Saudi Gazette 'An accurate account of Iranian society, history and culture...easy to read, and full of
enlightening commentaries on personalities, events and trends.' Middle East Journal
The Politics of Music in Iran
Power, Islam, and Political Elite in Iran
Participation Culture in the Gulf
The Search for Dialogue, 1920-present
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